This paper describes a the integration of computer algebra systems and constraint solvers into proof planners. It shows how e cient external reasoners can be employed in proof planning and how the shortcuts of the external reasoners can be expanded to veri able natural deduction proofs in the proof planning framework. It illustrates the integration and cooperation of the external reasoners with an example from proof planning limit theorems.
Introduction
In many mathematical proofs, logical steps are combined with specialized reasoning such as computing integrals, solving polynomial equations, and solving inequalities. Usually, a purely logical proof of this specialized reasoning is possible in principle but far too long and ine cient and therefore practically not feasible. Such proofs may generate a search spaces that could easily prevent a system from nding a proof.
Hence, the integration of specialized external reasoners, for instance decision procedures and Computer Algebra Systems (CAS), into automated theorem provers has been a hot topic. Similarly, the integration of Constraint Solvers (CS) is desirable in order to restrict variable instantiations with the help of domain speci c knowledge. Usually, these external systems have their own e cient data structures and algorithms. As known from 3], for instance, their integration into automated theorem proving systems can be very di cult and time consuming.
This paper describes the collaboration of the CAS Maple 14] and a constraint solver for linear inequalities (LinEq) within proof planning by a concrete example from proof planning limit theorems 13]. We show how e cient external reasoners can be generally employed in proof planning and also describe how the shortcuts introduced by external reasoners in proofs can be expanded to checkable Natural Deduction (ND)-proofs using the trace output of LinEq and the computations of the small self-tailored CAS CAS.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In the next section we will give a brief introduction to proof planning and introduce an example of a planning method that actually employs both CAS and CS. In Sec. 3, we address the integration issues for both types of external reasoners. In Sec. 4 we demonstrate the planning process for the concrete example of the LIM+ theorem (the limit of the sum of two functions is the sum of their limits). We also show how shortcuts within the proofs stemming from the application of CAS and CS can be expanded in order to obtain ND-proofs which verify the correctness of the respective computations.
Proof Planning
As opposed to classical theorem proving that is based on exhaustive search at the calculus level, proof planning employs abstract plan operators, called methods, that encapsulate (mathematical) proof techniques such as diagonalization and induction. Technically, Bundy 4] introduced these methods as (partial) speci cations of tactics known from tactical theorem proving 7] .
The basic approach to proof planning is essentially that of AI-planning 6]. In the mega system 2], a planning state is a set of sequents that is divided into goals and assumptions. A proof planning problem is de ned by an initial state speci ed by the proof assumptions and the goal g given by the theorem to be proved. Planning methods represent (inference) actions and specify preconditions of the action and its e ects on the planning state. The planner searches for a solution, i.e., a sequence of actions that transforms the initial state into a state with no goals. Roughly, the planner searches backward for an instantiated method M whose application proves a goal g and introduces M into the plan. The subgoals needed for the application of M replace g in the planning state. The planner continues to search for methods applicable to a subgoal and terminates if no open goals are left or if no further method can be applied. A recursive expansion of the methods in a complete plan yields a calculus-level proof, e.g., a ND-proof that can be proof checked.
Methods in mega
mega's methods are structures whose format is introduced in 10]. They have the slots premises, conclusions, application-conditions, and proof schema. Premises are (annotated 1 ) sequents that are used by a method to logically derive the conclusions, and conclusions are (annotated) sequents which the method is designed to prove. Roughly, the annotations indicate the dynamic planning behavior of methods in the planning process. When a method is applied, a conclusion is deleted from the planning state as a goal, a premise is added as a new subgoal (backward planning), a premise is deleted as an assumption, and a conclusion is added as an assumption (forward planning). For more details see 10] . As an example we consider the method ComplexEstimate displayed in Fig. 1 , a method for estimating the magnitude of the absolute value of a complex term. 2 For instance, when ComplexEstimate is applied, 1 with and for add-and delete-sequents, respectively, in STRIPS' notation. 2 In fact, the actual method is more general as the inequality symbol is an additional parameter. For the sake of clarity, however, we work with an instance of the method that employs >. The application-conditions (appl.cond.) are formulated in a meta-language and restrict the applicability of a method, in particular the instantiations of its parameters. The method is applicable with an instantiation I of parameters, if for I the application condition evaluates to true.
In case a xed proof of conclusion from premises is known, proof schema is lled with a declarative schematic representation of this proof. The lines in the proof schema contain a label, a sequent, and a line-justi cation. A linejusti cation can be a name of a ND-rule, a tactic, the name of an external reasoner such as OTTER or CAS, a method, or OPEN. Additionally it may contain supporting lines. For instance, th:
`jbj < (fix;L1,(0),(1), (2) , (3)), has the label th, the sequent `jbj < , and the justi cation (fix;L1,(0), (1), (2), (3)). The latter indicates that the sequent can be derived from the (support)lines L1,(0), (1), (2), and (3) by fix which is an abbreviation for a subproof using ND-rules. The proof schema is used for the expansion of the method.
The These computations are performed with the computer algebra system Maple using the polynomial division function quo.
If the application-conditions evaluate to true, then the method is applicable and ComplexEstimate is introduced into the partial plan, the goal th is removed as planning goal, and the new goals (1), (2), and (3) (1) and (2) . Note that M is a meta-variable 4 that is used to propagate given range restrictions from universally quanti ed variables such as to meta-variables such as D.
An Integration of External Reasoners
The core of the integrated system is a proof planner that manipulates the plan data structure (PDS) by successively applying methods. The PDS is the fundamental data structure containing several hierarchical levels of a (partial) proof plan. Automated proof planning is supported by both types of external systems, constraint solvers and computer algebra systems, in several ways. The integration scheme for the systems is displayed in Fig. 2 .
The lower half of Fig. 2 Fig. 2 shows how the constraint solver LinEq is integrated. It is basically only connected to the proof planner itself which both initializes and employs it. Furthermore, LinEq is able to import the re ection of its constraint store as a conjunction of simple constraints, the answer constraint, into the PDS when the proof planner has found some complete plan.
Integrating CAS's
The integration scheme for CAS via the sapper-interface is twofold: On the one hand, arbitrary CAS's can be easily employed as blackbox term rewriting 3 =; ; j:j denote the division, multiplication, and absolute value functions, When denotes a substitution, then F is the result of applying to F . 4 Meta-variables are place holders for instantiations of existentially quanti ed variables. During the planning process, a CAS can be employed to compute a term (or a set of terms) that instantiates a method variable. The computation itself is invoked during the evaluation of the application conditions of a method and the results are bound to the respective method variables. Any such term is`oracled' by the CAS and has to be fully veri ed by a proof checker later. For example, in our method ComplexEstimate For the manipulation of the PDS, a CAS can also be used as an e cient term rewriting system to simplify algebraic expressions. Thereby a new proof line is inserted that contains the simpli ed term and CAS as justi cation. During the expansion of a method, the CAS can be applied in a similar way. An example for this use is the derivation of L1 from L0 in the ComplexEstimate method.
The line's justi cation (CAS L0) indicates that the term k a + l on the right hand side of the equality can be simpli ed to b by the CAS.
In order to derive a complete calculus level proof, it is necessary to expand all proof lines not containing an ND-rule as a justi cation. For this, CAS can be called in a special plan generating mode in order to return some protocol information on the executed computations. For instance, for the veri cation of b = k a +l, CAS would return a sequence of tactics indicating single computational steps that have been performed inside the computer algebra algorithm.
The sequence of tactics we obtain from CAS's computation describes another partial proof plan for the veri cation of the simpli cation of b = k a + l.
This proof plan can be inserted into the PDS and further expanded recursively (without any additional calls to a CAS). CAS's algorithm that produces the justi cation for Maple's computations is of course considerably simpler than quo, as it only has to perform multiplication and addition instead of polynomial division.
Integrating Constraint Solvers
Some search in proof planning can be avoided by delaying the instantiation of meta-variables through the incremental restriction of their values and by reducing the space of possible instantiations with the help of domain-speci c constraint solving. Constraint solvers can check consistency and propagate value restrictions of variables very e ciently because they provide e cient data structures and algorithms for speci c domains, e.g., for nite domains 9], for sets 15], and for linear arithmetic in the set of real numbers R 11].
Therefore, constraint solvers are attached to a particular theory Th that is stored in a hierarchically organized mathematical knowledge base of the mega system. The theory's domain knowledge can be exploited during both proof planning and constraint solving.
For each constraint solver CS that is employed in proof planning, the method InitializeCS(T h) with a parameter Th reduces the goal `thm to the subgoals ; C`thm;
; Th`C; where Th is the theory of CS. For variables of di erent sorts, di erent constraint solvers are responsible, e.g., for set variables or for real numbers variables. For LinEq, for instance, we have the theory of linear arithmetic in R. C is a metavariable that is introduced for an instantiation C to be computed later from the nal constraint store of CS. C is to be instantiated at the end of proof planning.
In proof planning, the constraint solving component serves two main purposes: First, it is used during the process of proof planning to determine whether a certain method can be legally applied. This is implemented by the applicationconditions of a method that check consistency or entailment of a particular constraint with the constraint store. Secondly, after the completion of the proof plan, a re ection of the nal constraint store (i.e., the set of all computed constraints) can be assembled to an answer constraint that is used to instantiate method: Solve From C, every line that was justi ed by adding a constraint to the constraint store follows. Hence, in a ND-proof that is produced by expanding the proof plan, every goal that was removed by telling it to the constraint solver can be justi ed. For instance, for planning proofs of limit theorems our most important method conntecting the planner with LinEq is Solve < b (cf. Fig. 3 ). Its purpose is to remove goals with an inequality by adding this constraint to the constraint store as long as it is consistent with the store and not yet included. The estimation method Solve < b can be applied to remove inequalities by simple terms. It can be legally applied if the respective function, tell or ask returns true. The function tell checks constraints c for consistency with the current constraint store and propagates c in case of consistency, whereas ask checks for entailment of a constraint from the constraint store. The evaluation of the applicationconditions decides whether to access the constraint solver by tell or by ask. An expansion of this Solve method by the solv tactic yields a proof plan for inferring (a < b) from the answer constraint formula C that instantiates C.
However, the goal ; Th`C, introduced earlier, needs to be justi ed by a subproof as well. This subproof can be derived by some additional trace output of LinEq during the constraint solving process. After the nal constraint store is derived, unnecessary information is removed (i.e., information on variables that do not occur in the answer constraint) and the rest is translated into a sequence of tactics that eventually lead to a ND proof for C.
Example
In this section we examine more closely the cooperation of Maple and LinEq in the proof of an example from the class of limit theorems 13]. Especially, we observe the application of the ComplexEstimate method and how the shortcuts introduced in the proof by its application are expanded into ND-level proofs. The actual example is LIM+, that informally states that the limit of the sum of two functions is the sum of their limits. LIM+ can be formalized by: lim
In planning LIM+, the assumption `jf(X 1 ) ? When the application of the method ComplexEstimate in the proof plan for LIM+ is expanded, the instantiated proof schema of the method is inserted, yielding among others the line with the formula (f(x) + g(x) ? (l 1 + l 2 )) = ((1 (g(x)?l 2 ))+(f(x)?l 1 )) justi ed by the application of a CAS. In order to gain a pure ND-calculus proof this line needs to be further expanded. However, since during the application of ComplexEstimate the values for l and k were computed by Maple, we do not have any additional information for an expansion. To justify the computation in more detail we use an algorithm within our CAS system in plan generation mode that produces a trace output giving more detailed information on single computational steps. Instead of simulating the complex algorithm for polynomial division within CAS, we simply use an algorithm that simpli es the term on the right-hand side of the equation. Thus, CAS veri es the result of Maple's computation with the help of much simpler algorithm by yielding a proof plan. The proof plan consists of a sequence of tactics indicating single computational steps of the algorithm. Most of these tactics are roughly equivalent to eld axioms of the real numbers. Within the PDS, the single step can be expanded to a plan with higher granularity. Some of the newly introduced proof steps are:
While planning the proof of the LIM+ theorem, the Solve methods tell the following constraints to the constraint solver in a row: 0 < D; 1 The subgoal D; R`C(D; E 1 ; E 2 ; X 1 ; X 2 ) has to be proved when expanding the proof plan where R is the theory of linear arithmetic of the real numbers. This can be done analogously to the expansion with CAS by using trace output LinEq has produced during the constraint solving process. However, irrelevant facts have to be eliminated in accordance to the answer constraint. This expansion is currently implemented.
Conclusion
We described the integration of computer algebra systems and constraint solvers with a proof planner. The interface comprises on the one hand functions that connect the external reasoners with the proof planner via methods. On the other hand it provides functionality that enables the expansion of shortcuts possibly introduced in the proof by the external systems in order to obtain a checkable ND level proof. Moreover, meta-variables in the proof plans can be instantiated using a constraint solver.
In proof planning limit theorems with the mega system, the use of the constraint solver LinEq and the computer algebra systems Maple and CAS resulted in proof plans of theorems that could previously not be proved automatically.
